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    	Unlocking Efficiency: The Critical Role of Real-Time Manufacturing Data
Posted by Josh Wise on April 3, 2024 | Featured | No Comments
In today’s fast-paced manufacturing landscape, the ability to access and analyze real-time data has become a cornerstone of operational success. Real-time manufacturing data not only provides a clear snapshot of your operations as they happen but also offers the insights … Read More
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    	Understanding Defect Tracking with Gigbot: Elevate Your Product Quality
Posted by Josh Wise on March 25, 2024 | Featured | No Comments
In the dynamic world of manufacturing, where every detail counts, maintaining impeccable product quality is paramount. Defect tracking stands as a cornerstone of quality control, ensuring that products meet the rigorous standards expected by consumers and regulatory bodies alike. This … Read More
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    	The Role of Routine in Lean Manufacturing
Posted by Josh Wise on March 17, 2024 | Featured | No Comments
In today’s competitive landscape, efficiency and waste reduction are not just goals but necessities for manufacturers. This is where Lean Manufacturing principles shine, emphasizing value through the eyes of the customer, the minimization of waste, and the continuous quest for … Read More
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    	Maximizing Efficiency with Resolve: Enhancing Manufacturing Issue Resolution
Posted by Josh Wise on March 8, 2024 | Featured | No Comments
In the competitive landscape of manufacturing, operational efficiency isn’t just a goal—it’s an imperative. Central to enhancing efficiency is the streamlined resolution of manufacturing issues. That’s precisely where Resolve comes into play. As a leading issue management system, Resolve revolutionizes … Read More
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    	The Future is Here
Posted by Josh Wise on February 19, 2024 | Featured | No Comments
At Optegrity Solutions, we’re thrilled to announce a significant leap forward in our mission to transform manufacturing operations through digital innovation. Our latest update introduces groundbreaking AI capabilities to two of our core modules, Resolve: Issue Management System and Routine: … Read More
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    	New to Gigbot: Kanban Style Defect Tracking
Posted by Josh Wise on November 10, 2023 | Featured | No Comments
We are thrilled to introduce a game-changing feature to Gigbot, our cutting-edge defect tracking application tailored for manufacturers. Our latest update revolutionizes the way defects are captured, corrected, and verified, empowering your team to tackle quality management with unprecedented ease. … Read More
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    	Introducing the Power of Quick Search to Routine!
Posted by Josh Wise on November 1, 2023 | Featured | No Comments
Hello Routine Users! We’re always looking for ways to enhance your experience and make document control even smoother and more efficient. Today, we’re thrilled to announce the latest addition to our suite of features: Quick Search! Why Quick Search? In … Read More
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    	From Chaos to Consistency: Why Manufacturers Can’t Ignore Standard Work Documentation
Posted by Josh Wise on October 31, 2023 | Featured | No Comments
In the intricate world of manufacturing, consistency is the keystone of success. Every cog in the machine, every process, and every decision is integral to ensuring the product is of high quality. At the heart of this consistency lies the … Read More
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    	Optimal Modularity in Manufacturing Operations: Lessons from the Bill of Operations
Posted by Josh Wise on October 16, 2023 | Featured | No Comments
Lean manufacturing principles have revolutionized the manufacturing industry, emphasizing efficiency, waste reduction, and customer-focused production. To achieve these goals, it’s essential for manufacturing managers and supervisors to build a robust operations management system. In this article, we explore the concept … Read More
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    	Unlocking Manufacturing Flexibility: The Power of Well-Defined Operations
Posted by Josh Wise on September 26, 2023 | Featured | No Comments
In today’s fast-paced manufacturing landscape, adaptability and flexibility are the keys to success. Meeting fluctuating customer demands, optimizing production processes, and maintaining shop floor balance are challenges that manufacturers face daily. At Optegrity Solutions, we understand that the path to … Read More
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About us
Founded by  lean thinkers with a combined 50 years of experience in driving improvement, Optegrity knows first hand the importance of having the right tools for the job.
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hessam@optegritysolutions.com
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